road lighting experts occupy different universes, even if they sometimes work for the same companies. They participate in different organizations and attend different conferences. Only recently have some road lighting standards acknowledged that headlights exist. That's a shame, because road lighting and headlights sometimes conflict, and because headlights are also evolving rapidly.
As drivers outside North America know, adaptive vehicle lighting control has surpassed steerable, swiveling headlights that improve visibility in curves. Adaptive driving beam (ADB) systems, also known as ''matrix'' or ''glare-free high-beam'' headlights, allow drivers the benefit of using their high beams all or most of the time, but without the guilt of causing glare to other drivers. ADB headlights use cameras and image processing to identify the locations of oncoming headlights and preceding tail-lights and dim their own intensity in and only in those locations. Often, ADB headlights eschew moving parts, using addressable LED arrays to reduce intensities in specific directions.
Not yet legal in North America, ADB systems are available on a growing list of vehicle models in the rest of the world. I recently had the opportunity to drive a vehicle equipped with ADB headlights under evaluation by the Lighting Research Center. I expected sluggish, distracting changes in the beam pattern, and I anticipated road rage from all the other drivers I'd be glaring. I was pleasantly surprised by the system's robust performance. Further, our evaluation revealed that the system can offer tangible safety benefits: high-beam forward visibility with low-beam glare. Indeed, ADB systems work so reliably that there may be little reason to limit them to conventional high-beam intensities, since they can rapidly reduce intensity (and glare) that would be observed by others.
An important collateral of ADB headlights is that drivers should use high beams more frequently. Even on rural roads, nighttime drivers use high beams only 25% of the time, unsafely overdriving their low beam headlights for the remaining 75%. This could have implications for road lighting, since standards state that reasons to install lighting include reducing headlight glare, and supporting vision beyond headlights' reach. To the extent they sustain driver visibility without increasing glare, ADB headlights might permit road lighting to wither, at least in certain situations and locations.
Undoubtedly, much research and demonstration work will be needed to confidently reach this conclusion. But less dependence on road lighting could have other benefits, like less conflict between road and vehicle lighting, reduced energy use, fewer poles, and improved connections to our nighttime sky. Are they worth the effort?
